After our “Stop Look Go” motivational talk, you will:
1. Create TRUST & CLOSESNESS among employees
2. Enhance COOPERATION & Generate RESULTS making employees happy.
3. Make employees think like OWNERS hence make them accountable.
4. Keep up COMMITMENTS & Come up with SIMPLE SOLUTIONS to problems.
5. Be HIGHLY MOTIVATED & become the BEST.

Our Stop Look Go will re-kindle this basic & simple learning once again and get your
employees back to being happy, enthusiastic & lead a stress free work life.
Our Stop Look Go will make one re-think and revaluate the present and thus make the
future bright that leaves everyone more enlightened and enriched.
Our Stop Look Go will help one to understand oneself better and tap the potential within
to succeed in life without compromising on values and principles.
Our Stop Look Go will make one realize that learning facilitation can be simple, full of fun
and at the same time of immense value.
Our Stop Look Go has all the components of energy, involvement, intellectual thinking,
common sense and above all a soulful completeness.

About Suresh Srinivasan - The Enthusiasm Specialist
Suresh, I am writing this to thank you for our partnership and exceptional value that you have been delivering to us

through “stop look go”. Employees, channel partners and colleagues across have come back re-energised, ready to
go. The kind of feedback that we have been getting speaks for itself.
While we started our journey with one off motivational program !! and I always wondered, how could in one
workshop people could get motivated, while I still hold my belief, yet I have seen people appearing much more
positive after attending the program. They have at least at thought level expressed their ability to deal with stress,
deal with difficult situations and saw value in having the feeling of “CHILL MARNE KA” !!!
Mr.Rajesh Srivastav, HR, Ultratech Cement Ltd.

"Kick in your life"
The biggest asset in our Life , is Ourselves .. As individuals , we go through Ups and Downs in both - our personal
life and career . The biggest challenge for majority of us is ,, to keep running the marathon without giving up ..
Listening to Mr.Suresh Srinivasan , would give you the Right "Kick " - & bring the PASSION back in your work . He has
the uncanny ability to Shake and Stir you with Laughter and re-energize your Batteries .. He allows you to let your
hair down & let you discover your Goals in your life . And makes you Enjoy the Journey to achieve the Goals and
Chill at the same time.. So don't miss this chance of listening to the "Most Wanted" speaker ... And get the "Kick"
back in your Life !!
Mr.Govind Shrikhande, Managing Director, Shoppers Stop Ltd.
Suresh’s style of delivery ENGAGING, INSPIRING and POWERFUL and easily ranks among the best that I have experienced in
my 35 years of Corporate life.
Mr.Rajeev Dubey, President HR, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd
“Suresh Srinivasan is a ROCKSTAR! …..whole audience was enthralled by the energy and manner in which Suresh conducted
the session……. People actually carried a lot of positive energy from this session. ….215 professionals (mostly lawyers!!)
attended…. to convince and capture the attention and keep them captivated for 4 hours is an achievement in itself…young and
old members came together and enjoyed…immense talent of spreading the positive energy. Thank you Suresh.”
Mr.Nilanjan Ghose, CEO, Khaitan & Co
LEAP was a phenomenon, not just another meeting. One of the elements that made it so special was the amazing inspiration of
Suresh. I have been to a lot of leadership and motivation sessions during my career, but this guy has an amazing gift. He will
make you laugh, he will make you cry, he will give you passion, he will entertain you, but most of all he will make you THINK. I
was blown away by this man. Make sure that you don't miss it.
Mr.Jeffery Morrod, MD, Watson Pharma
“Suresh Srinivasan is a very PASSIONATE speaker, can hold the attention of large groups of people, able to touch each one so
that each person leaves with a sense of having gained something positive at the end of every session. …has a high degree of
humility. He does not talk down to his audience, and his examples are very SIMPLE and practical, devoid of jargon.
Mr.Mukund Rajan, MD, Tata Docomo
Suresh Srinivasan, an Excellent Trainer. VERY PRACTICAL, instead of Theory. Not only did he ignite, but put a dynamite
Mr.Krishna Kumar,Head HR, Dalmia Cement Ltd.
I wish to mention that Suresh Srinivasan did a STUPENDOUS job. Not only were the managers enlightened by the programme,
they came back ENERGIZED and ready to implement new concepts. This programme was worth every penny we spent.
Mr.Lancelot Coutinho Head – HR, Big 92.7 FM

Suresh Srinivasan has been one of the most effective trainers I have come across….very INSPIRATIONAL in his
trainings….approach to training is very different…. No amount of writing will do justice to what Suresh is,… Suresh has to be
experienced
Mr.Sunil Mansukhani, AGM BT, VFS Global
The program made a huge difference. It made them motivated, CHARGED and energetic to deliver great performance. Even
today, they talk about the program and Suresh Srinivasan with high regard….The Customer Service job being a tough one, it
charged the people to make a difference and stretch to deliver. ….The participants still have notes from the training on their soft
boards and mention the value that the program added.
Ms.Sarbani Sengupta, Head – Customer Service, DHL

Recognitions & Awards 0f
Suresh Srinivasan – The Enthusiasm Specialist
in 3 decades of Work Life








Grand slammer in Modi Business Machines Ltd.
Member of Managing Directors Quality Club (MDQC) in NIIT Ltd.
Best motivational speaker in Max New York Life Insurance Co. Ltd.
No. 1 trainer in Asia Pacific, South Africa & Australia in the year 2005 in Dale Carnegie Training.
No. 1 trainer in Asia Pacific, South Africa & Australia in the year 2006 in Dale Carnegie Training.
No.1 trainer in the World to conduct leadership workshos in the year 2006 in Dale Carnegie Training.
Superior trainer award in the year 2006 in Dale Carnegie Training.

Countries Travelled To Re-kindle Enthusiasm In Employees

Bangladesh

China

Egypt

Netherlands

Kenya

Malaysia

Nigeria

Russia

South Africa

Tanzania

Thailand

UAE

United Kingdom

India, Of Course

USA

Clients Who Paid For All My Family’s Needs & Comforts In Life
After Re-kindling The Enthusiasm In Their Employees...

OD Consulting, Training, HR Support Systems, Managed HR, Coaching
Suresh@Potentia.In - 98205 80509

